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Evaluation Gains Momentum 

Even though the MIAIMS project is still in its last months of the Planning 
Phase, evaluation strategies are being developed. The MIAIMS Evaluation 
Team, chaired by Andrew Balas, MD, PhD, is stoking up a head of steam. 
The Team is examining the evaluation objectives identified by the four 
Planning Subcommittees. The Team will then chart strategies including pre 
and post project assessments, and determination of user needs, and user 
satisfaction with computer access to information they need for their jobs. 
As implementation projects begin they will be monitored for quality, 
timeliness, and outcomes. The Planning Subcommittees identified a 
number of specific evaluation strategies including the following: 

• Design evaluation methods to determine quantity and quality of 
education and communication among users. 

• Conduct needs assessments of users of the UMCHC patient information 
systems. 

• Update/train constituencies in the art of security technology. 
• Survey users to determine what they need for effective access to 

standard information. 
• Promote electronic mail as the communication form of choice. 
• Provide a mechanism for continual adjustment and improvement. 

(see related article, this page) 
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E. Andrew Balas, MD, PhD 

Dr. Balas is an Assistant Professor in the 
Health Services Management Program within 
the School of Medicine. He heads the 
MIAIMS Evaluation Team, which creates 
evaluation tools, performs analyses to 
monitor progress of pilot projects, and 
determines needs for training/education and 
technical support. The Team is conducting 
baseline evaluations of user computer 
training/education and support needs. The 
first in a series of short surveys will be sent in 
November to all users in MIAIMS environ
ments. Results will be published in future 
issues of this newsletter and on the Health 
Sciences Center' s Web page at the following 
URL: http://www.hsc.missouri.edu 

Dr. Balas says the evaluation of information 
services in health care is both his area of 
research interest and . his hobby. Dr. Balas 
finds it interesting to witness the emergence 
of randomized controlled clinical trials in 
health services research, including health 
informatics. Such trials have traditionally 
been used to test new drugs, but trials can 
now be done on almost any kind of clinical 
intervention. 

The Columbia Registry of Information and 
Utilization Management Trials was 
organized by Dr. Balas to process and 
disseminate this evidence. With nearly 1000 
clinical trials reports on file, the registry 
receives inquiries from health care organiza
tions throughout the world. 

"The clinical trial is just one of the many 
tools of advanced information services 
management," says Dr. Balas. "!believe 
that MIAIMS and information service 
evaluations can assist MU to meet the 
challenge in preparing for the next century." 



HSC Web Page - "Excellent!" 
The Health Sciences Center Web page has a new feature 
that asks for viewer feedback. In the three months that the 
feature has been in use, it has received more than 45 
responses, all positive. Readers represented a geographic 
range from South Carolina to California, as well as central 
Missouri. Viewers uniformly consider the pages very good 
to excellent. From New York: "I am a new user to the 
Internet, and I think this is the greatest thing, we found info 
for my wife immediately. It has taken months to get from 
doctors." A viewer from Japan called the page, format, and 
ease of use "Excellent. Thank you for such a great site 
showing every angle and answering every question. [about 
fibromyalgia]. ... things are great. Thanks." 

The HSC Web page has options to view the following: 

• MIAIMS information including announcements and the 
newsletter, Health Sciences Resources, including Schools of 
Medicine, Nursing, Health Related Professions, and Health 
Services Management, Hospitals & Clinics, University 
Physicians, College of Veterinary Medicine, and the Health 
Sciences Library. 
• Consumer Health Information resources 
• Professional Health Associations and Education and 
• HSC Announcements and Events 
The HSC Web page also contains local and Internet search 
features and a Styleguide that offers information and links 
for creating a quality WWW page. 

Dollars Available for Technical Support 

In response to President Russell's request to all four 
campuses, the Health Sciences Center has prepared an 
Information Technology (IT) Support Plan to apply for 
funds for Information Technology and Academic Equip
ment. President Russell asked the campuses to address four 
areas: I) Campus and Local Area Network Management 
and Administration, 2) Electronic Mail and Directory 
Services, 3) Desk Top End User Support, and 4) Instruc
tional Support. The HSC plan incorporates a report on 
dollars currently spent on information technology and a 
projection of what will be spent during the next year; it 
includes the Hospitals & Clinics IT support plan. The HSC 
IT Support Plan parallels the MIAIMS plans for networks, 
and e-mail. Recommendations to resolve e-mail problems 
had been prepared by the HSC network managers several 
months ago. A centralized e-mail management system will 
be initiated when the two approved staff positions are filled. 
Results of Dr. Russell's fund distribution process will be 
released after the first of the year. 
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No Grass Grows Here ... 

Implementation Already Begun 
The road to implementation has already begun through the 
establishment of committees and teams to address Evalua
tion, the Electronic Health Care Record, Consumer Health 
Information, E-mail Enhancement, and Clinical Outcomes. 
Several baseline surveys have been prepared to determine 
needs in the areas of quality outcomes measures, user 
training/education, and user support. 

A consulting group, First Consulting Group, has helped 
prepare a plan to identify information technology strategies 
and tactics to support the patient care initiatives of the 
Health Sciences Center.(see Infosphere Special Edition, 
Sept, 1995). 

Joyce Mitchell, PhD, Project Director is excited about the 
approval. She sees the funding as a means to initiate pilot 
projects as discrete steps leading to new systems and models 
of information management. "There's a lot of work ahead 
of us," says Mitchell. "We will build a house in which 
infrastructure and user support form the foundation, core 
resources and decision support are the rooms, access 
stairways connect the levels, and it is all protected by a roof 
of evaluation." 

Quality Health Outcomes Indicators 
Dr. Oro Launches Plan of Action 

Using the results of a recent survey to inventory quality of 
care and outcomes indicators used in our institution, Dr. 
John Oro, chair of the Clinical Outcomes, Quality, and 
Performance Measures Committee, has suggested a series of 
actions that will lead to the creation of an official set of 
outcomes indicators for MU. Committee members will 
collect existing outcomes indicators from professional 
medical societies and government sources, in addition to 
those in use at MU, and will create a document to be 
circulated widely for input. The document will be finalized 
the first of the year and presented to the Electronic Health 
Care Record group headed by Dr. Joyce Mitchell, Dr. Kirt 
Nichols, and Michael Frankenberger. The mission of the 
Clinical Outcomes Committee is to determine what data is 
needed to measure health outcomes, quality of care, and 
performance in the light of managed care pressures. The 
Committee wants to ensure that the electronic medical 
record permits the measure of outcomes issues as they apply 
to inpatient, ambulatory, and outpatient care. 
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Info Tours 
Medical Informatics Group 
Monday Noon Seminars 

Nov 6 Virtual Reality 
MA 217 Ali Hussam 

Nov 13 
MA302 

Nov20 
MA302 

Nov27 
MA302 

Dec4 
MA217 

Research Associate, Campus Computing 

System for Text Archive and Retrieval (ST AR) 
Craig Klimczak, DVM, MS 
Assistant Professor, Health Related Professions 

Educational Uses of the New Technology at 
Kirksville College of Osteopathic Medicine 

Tom Williams, DO 
Section Chief of Primary Care, KCOM & 
Regional Assistant Dean 

Workings of the Ethics Committee 
Donna Otto 
Chief Nurse, Associate Director 

Using a Pen-based System in Trama 
Michael Metzler, MD 
Associate Professor of Surgery 

Updates of the MIG Seminar series schedule are availible on the World 
Wide Web at 
http://www.hsc.missouri.edu/miaims/docs/migseminar.html 

Other Opportunities 
National Library of Medicine Internet Course 

The National Library of Medicine is offering NLM 
Medical Informatics Mini-Course: The Internet. 
The URL is: http://www.nlm.nih.gov/LECTURES.dir/ 
internet_ course.dir/starting_page.html 

Telemedicine Reference Publications 

The Telemedicine 2000, pub. date: Summer 1995, $149. 
The Telemedicine Factbook, pub. date: Summer 1995, $249. 
These two can be purchased together for $348. 
The Telemedicine Monitor, publication date: June 1995/ 
updated quarterly. One year subscription $298, includes A 
Guide to Telemedicine Policy, Programs, and Opportunities. 

These publications from the Center for Public Service 
Communications are available through: 
AJ Publishing, Inc. 
PO Box 1454 
Germantown MD 20875-1454 
Phone: 800-632-3109, e-mail: ajpubs@aol.com 

Radiological Society of North America 
Home Page 

The Radiological Society of North America Home Page 
includes information about upcomming RSNA conferences, 
searchable index of ongoing and upcoming CME courses and 
a searchable catalog of independent learning resources . The 
lIR.L is: http://www.rsna.org:80/ 
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J . OTTO LOTTES HEALTH SCIENCES LIBRARY 
OVID WORKSHOPS - WINTER 1995 

MEDLINE, CINAHL, & PSYCINFO 

The OVID system makes available both DOS and Windows 
versions for searching journal literature in PsycINFO, 
Medline, and Cinahl. These workshops focus on the Win
dows version; DOS instruction is available on request. 
Enrollment is limited to 8 persons for each workshop. 
Classes may be scheduled for individuals or departmental 
groups for dates other than those listed. All workshops will 
be held in HSL 126. To reserve a place in any of the classes 
call 882-6141, or register on the Health Sciences Library's 
home page on the World Wide Web, the URL is 
http://www.miaims.missouri.edu/library/docs/wsreg.html 

MED LINE 

Nov? 
Dec4 

1 :00 pm - 2:30 pm 
3:30 pm - 5:00 pm 

CINAHL (Nursing and Allied Health Database) 

Nov 15 1:30 pm - 3:00 pm 
Dec 19 10:00 am - 11 :30 am 

PsycINFO 

We will provide hands-on training in basics concepts of 
searching and cover unique features of the PsycINFO 
database. Unique features on this system include the 
PsycINFO Thesaurus and a variety of limits which may be 
applied to a topic. 

Nov 17 
Dec 13 

10:00 pm - 11:30 pm 
1:30 pm - 3:00 pm 

Helen Goldberg Memorial Lecture 
The MU Schools of Journalism and Medicine invite you to 
attend the Helen Goldberg Memorial Lecture, "Hope for 
Tomorrow: Improving Women' s Health Through Research 
Today." Guest speakers will be Vivian Pinn, MD, Director 
of the Office of Women's Health, National Institutes of 
Health and Sally Squires of the Washington Post. The 
program will be held November 27 in Acuff Auditorium; 
time to be announced. This event initiates an annual seminar 
on women's health in memory of Helen Goldberg, a local 
journalist and women 's health advocate, who was very active 
in both School of Journalism and Medicine Activities. 

Nightingale 

The University of Tennessee - Knoxville, College of Nursing 
provides access to listings of annual nursing meetings and 
continuing education courses. 
The URL is: http://nightingale.con.utk.edu/ 
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HSC Digital Media Center 

The Digital Media Research and Development Center of Campus 
Computing, the Medical Informatics Group, and the Health Sciences 
Library have organized a satellite instructional computing resource 
called Digital Media Health Sciences. The Digital Medical Center is 
located in room 145, lower level of the Health Sciences Library. 
Digital Media Health Sciences offers assistance to faculty in the areas of: 

+ instructional computing, 
•faculty and student preparation of instructional materials for the Web, 
+ preparation of electronic slides and materials for lectures, and 
+creating a database of non-print materials for instruction. 

Cathy Byland, can assist with Web pages for instruction; and Li Qian 
has been designing a database for non-print materials under the direction 
of John Reid. Technical assistance is provided by David Witten II, Sarah 
Blanton, and J. D. Schueler. The Digital Media Center and Medical 
Informatics Staff plan to offer their expertise to HSC instructors who 
have ideas and plans for multimedia curriculum development. 

An open house for the Digital Media Center is planned for January. 
Please refer to the Announcements Sectio!1 on the HSC Web page for 
further details as they develop. 

HSC faculty interested in assistance in instructional computing, 
preparing materials for the Web, or preparing electronic slides can call 
Dr. John Reid at 882-8428. 

Glossary 

John Reid, PhD 

John Reid, PhD, Professor of Psychiatry 
and Education, has coordinated the 
organization of the HSC Digital Media 
Center. As a member of the Medical 
Informatics Group, Dr. Reid is actively 
involved in projects relating to computer 
aspects of medical education. He serves 
on the Ml AIMS Steering Committee. He 
provides leadership in the project that 
teams MU-HSC with the Cognitive 
Science Branch of the National Library 
of Medicine. This group of health 
sciences educators has attended a 
workshop at NLM to learn about the 
array of educational technology re
sources available to enhance curriculum. 
Dr. Reid is currently working with a part
time programmer to digitize slides and 
images to be used in medical education 
curricula. Dr. Reid's professional focus 
on computer-assisted education is a 
major asset for those wishing to develop 
innovative and valuable classroom 
materials. 

With the explosion of computing use in the health sciences has come the flying about of new terms and buzzwords that don't 
always have an obvious meaning. The following are a few overheard recently. Future issues of the newsletter will define 
more terminology to help guide the HSC readers through the digital terrain . 

Digital Images - Images stored (and/or displayed) in electronic form, often used as instructional materials or as part of a 
presentation. 

Pen-based System - A computer sy~tem where a light pen or stylus is used instead of a keyboard or other input device. The 
objective is to reduce or eliminate the need for a keyboard in circumstances where a keyboard would be impractical, such as 
physicians on rounds. 

Multimedia - The use of two or more formats in preparation and presentation of material. Visuals, both moving or still, 
printed matter, and sound can all be a part of multimedia presentations. 

Fulton Teleconnected 

As of October 1 the telemedicine connection to the Fulton clinic and hospital is complete and functional. This activity has 
been made possible through funding from the Telemedicine Grant Project from the Office of Rural Health Policy (HRSA) 
directed by Weldon Webb and from the National Library of Medicine/ National Science Foundation program on connection 
to the Internet. A contract has been established between MU Radiology and Fulton Hospital to provide teleradiology services 
over high speed communication lines. This is the first telemedicine service to be offered by MU. 
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Notes from the J. Otto Lattes Health Sciences Library 
For more information about the following call the Health Sciences Library Information Services at 882-6141 

Save Time! 
Visit the Health Sciences Library at Your Convenience -- Online! 

Request Library Services From Our Web Site! 
http://www. hsc. missouri.edu/library/docs/library. html 

Electronic fonns can now be used to request most library services from home or office. Health sciences information 
questions, online search requests, suggestions for library purchase, and registration for HSLNET services are now 
available online. Response time is within one working day. Use our interlibrary loan request form for materials not 
available in the library or for pull-copy service. Select Instruction and Training to check on HSLNET class sched
ules and to sign up. Or, the comments and suggestion box can be used to schedule a specific group class or library 
tour. 

Please address any comments or suggestions on this new service to hslalice@mizzoul.missouri.edu 

Internet .Spotlight for Researchers 

University of Missouri Office of Research and Graduate School World Wide Web Server 
http: I I sage. research. missouri. edu 

Provides information on the MU graduate school, funding agencies, electronic forms, MU research related 
information, grants office, and links to Internet sites of interest to researchers. It 'also provides a link to the 
Community of Science Web Server (described in more detail below). 

Community of Science Web Server 
http://cos.gdb.org 

The Community of Science (COS) is backed by Johns Hopkins University and the University City Science Center 
of Philadelphia. One of the goals of COS is to provide a comprehensive directory of academic researchers and 
scientists and to connect these individuals by way of the Internet and other electronic formats. The database of 
over 40,000 records includes experts, facilities, and inventions. Researchers can be located from specific institu
tions or states as well as by subject expertise. Each contributor gives a brief narrative on work in progress, 
research interests, expertise, and accomplishments. Researchers are also encouraged to add or update profiles in 
the expertise database. 

The directory includes databases of National Institutes of Health (NIH), National Science Foundation (NSF), 
Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR), United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), and Advanced 
Technology Program (ATP) grant awards for the University of Missouri-Columbia as well as many other institu
tions in the United States and Canada. 

Another goal of COS is to provide directories of funding opportunities for researchers. Such funding opportuni
ties can be searched by using databases throughout North America such as NIH Gujde to Grants and Contracts, 
EEDIX, and many others. 

Additionally, COS contains search tools for the Federal Register and Commerce Business Daily. 
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Windows Support and the King 
by Alan Arnold 

Have you ever called a technical support helpline? Here is one man's experience -

Faced with an intermittent Windows lockup, I spent hours on tech support calls. Starting with a person who thought that 
Windows was a passing fad, I worked my way through a sizeable roster of gurus with diverse theories and therapies. And 
now I was on hold .... again. I was just about to give up when a voice that exuded contentment and serenity said, "Welcome. 
You have been granted access to 32nd degree technical support. The master will take your call shortly." Then a man's voice 
said, "May I help you?" I was stunned as I recognized the voice on the other end. I was on the phone with the King. I 
stammered out my problem while ,the King listened. I added that I was frustrated and upset and he began crooning "Love Me 
Tender" followed by "Hound Dog." Then he started asking some odd questions ... questions about the machine's alignment 
in Earth's magnetic field or whether an astrological chart had been done. He did a quick numerological evaluation of the 
hard drive label and finally offered the following solution, "Try turning your machine 26 degrees toward the south and then 
gently stroke the top of the case five times from front to back." Skeptical, but desparate, I followed the advice to the letter. In 
seconds, the screen unsnarled and the cursor returned to its merry flickering. It was fixed. Just as I was about to offer my 
heartfelt thanks to the King, there was an audible click followed by a voice that said "I'm sorry, but Elvis has left the 
building." 
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